
Goal: Getting the Basics out there as far as what we will be and what we will not be able to cover…
everything is open to discussion

NHSBFAA will be responsible to fund the following:

-All varsity Letters and Pins
-All Banners for Conference, District and State Championships in sports and all display awards for the   Arts, Band 
and CTE…..If one does not exist we would like to create one..(once again provided that the  group is part of 
NHSBFAA)
-HUDL Account –NHSBFAA will pay the basic yearly fee if and only if the coach or staff is utilizing this tool the 
most effective way. This means that the coach(s)must make time to review the film with the players in a classroom 
setting. Having the players go home and watch film by themselves was not deemed as truly effective and will not be
supported by NHSBFAA

NHSBFAA will accept grants for Resource Fund use to support part or all of the following (but is not 
limited to just these items); We are looking to support/boost endeavors that enrich the quality of the 
programs at Northwood. We are not looking to support the entire effort and NHSBFAA will use 
discretionary reasoning.

-School Owned Equipment used to elevate your program
-Coach/Director Education or Clinics (registration and dues)
-Field or Facility Improvement
-Uniforms ( sports) or Apparel (activity groups)….which become school property
  **up to every 4 years
  **must be traditional school colors
  **approval must go through AD and principal 1st

  **most likely will not be funded anywhere near 100% but every request can be evaluated by NHSBFAA  for 
special circumstances

NHSBFAA will most likely not accept grants for the following

-players personal equipment or uniforms
-Equipment maintenance
-Food or stipends
-T-shirts
-Camps or clinics for players
-Overnight accommodations for directors/coaches/students**emergency situations might be considered, however 
contacting the AD and or principal 1st will be required to verify the emergency.  How the trip relates to the overall 
program structure would be allowed for consideration.

NHSBFAA will have an open funding request period and not limited to just a certain part of the year…
we are trying to refrain from having organizations asking for things just because it is their time of the 
year. Multiple requests for support from the same organizations will more than likely not be possible 
due to limited funds.


